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I was given the opportunity to review Juan Perez’s
Dial H for Horror, and I immediately sat up to
take notice from the very first poem. Here is a remarkably fresh voice in horror; a highly original
concept of bringing the aspirations of fantasies and
dark dreams to the surface in the form of verse. I
found myself wanting to take my time with Perez’s
work; to savor the fluid movement and the depth
of his creations.
Perez writes in a free form style that allows for the
absolute expression of his ideas. He does not confine these ideas into the condensed and tight constraints of the typical rhyme-based poetry that always seems to come across as forced. Instead, Perez develops his dark expressions into an art form,
free flowing and deliciously scary.
The idea of turning horror into poetry had never
occurred to me, and yet now that I see it in action,
I find it to be a unique concept that works. Perez’s
writing is very thought provoking and his style is,
well, beautiful. I believe it takes real talent to turn
horror into prose. Perez makes it work.
In Hunted, Perez paints his words like pictures. I
relish the contrast between the beautiful vision of
while the red sun sets in the horizon, only to be
taken suddenly to the shocking vision of running
like rancid roaches. I mean, how cool is that, to
be falsely lulled into the serenity of a sunset and
then to be suddenly jolted with the harsh reality of
the macabre. The elements of surprise abound
throughout Dial H for Horror.
In When the Book Speaks, Perez twists the idea of
reading a book into the realization that the book is
instead reading you. Deliciously paranoid. The
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Bradburian Number is a nod to Ray Bradbury, and
this poem would make Bradbury proud, I am sure.
The Fall of Memphis is a graphic and frightening
look at a demonic portrayal of a futuristic Mexican
history, where the Aztec King is a vampire.
Perez can twist even the mundane to be something
special, as in Agriculture. The Demon at the End
of the Hall is probably everyone’s worse nightmare of being stalked, but it ends with the immense relief of having barely escaped doom.
Probably my favorite out of Dial H for Horror is
Metal Rose. This poem ends with such a twist that
I was astonished at the direction in which it veered
from the expected. I went back and re-read it a
couple of times, liking it even more every time I
did.
As a horror writer myself, I can appreciate the
unique style that Juan Perez has achieved with Dial H for Horror. I predict we will be hearing a lot
more about Juan Perez as he continues to write. I
believe he will achieve a place for himself within
the archives of great horror writers.

Jeani Rector
www.afterdarknovel.com
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Hunted
From a hidden place
In a small valley by the river
while the red sun sets in the horizon
on the ancient black top landing strip
they departed like angry bees
buzzing like hungry bees
nightfall arrested the last of man
lights from the airships seek them out
there, like roaches to a light switch
running for merciful cover
running like rancid roaches
electrical pulses paralyzing
eternal screams of terror
severing the cerebral cortexes
well placed configurations
hunted, like the human
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When The Book Speaks
Immortal sin
That not even the Undertaker
Can forgive
Worshipping the evil book that you proudly read
Now it is too late
It is reading you
You tried leaving it behind
It followed you here
Yet you didn’t see it walk
Nor did you hear it think
Reading unholy verses
Speaking of demonic curses
Wishing for ultimate power
Within lay the souls of the coward
Now you sit before your pretended creator
As you burn in the flame you have created
That the cursed book helped you to build
As it took away your free will
Now there is no sleep for the wicked children
You will pay for each leaf you tried to comprehend
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The Bradburian Number
The trouble with our times is that
our future is not what it used to be.
Paul Valery
four five one
the Bradburian number
symbol of what may come
taken and discouraged in a modern crisis
by modern malcontent politicians to be
where upon their very forehead
bares the unholy six in trinity
four five one
where these very parchments burn
if allowed to fester in such a manner
by the very grandstanding of such
humanity
by silver screen curators and such
now labeled creators of such disorder
in an otherwise already disorderly place
four five one
let it sit as the destination
of a world that must never be
where such letters can never exist
where Orwell’s warning is never learned
where such works must always burn
where propaganda shall reign as unread
truth
four five one
death to those who twist such symbols
into personal vendettas for malcontent
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masses
where such upon their troublesome heads
lays the most terrible of digits
the true number at which bodies will burn
for which the dark place is properly needed
six six six
brother, lead me to my funeral pyre
but not before I lead you to yours
for I too it appears, am as guilty as you
of such bending of numbers to meet
questionable needs
yet in respect to that which is terribly better
I’ll neglect to hail your red master,
the devil
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The Fall Of Memphis:
2069 A.D.
Darkness settles upon the Delta
As Memphis pleads for the day
The times of old have gone by
Fighting for existence is the only way
A new White Chapel created
An infestation of vampire kind
Nearing midnight here in Memphis
Shelter from the dark you must find
I guess it is now the same
All over the southern region
Since they arrived on the surface
Upon the humans came open season
The glass pyramid was the portal
From which they thus came
Where the great Rameses once stood
The Aztec god now stands the same
The glory of the true Mexicans
Quetzalcoatl has finally arrived
The mirrored pyramid lay open
What the stone ones forever denied
The vampire lords have now arisen
Human’s destruction is at hand
Ancient vampires set upon Memphis
Hell for the old rulers of the land
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2070 A.D.
Mephitis sets upon Memphis
From rotting defeated souls
Henceforth, the macropterous evil
That sprung from the darkness of the hole
The mirrored pyramid sat open
A gruesome, graphic gaping sore
To the fabric of human life
Within seconds upon it tore
A danse macabre for the living
Poor tortured peaceful essence
The great Aztec Vampire King
Is the new unholy presence
Distant screams can be heard
As he smiled upon the slayed
His demons run amuck
Gathering what humans still remain
His pattern fit for conquest
Conforms to additional genocide
From Memphis to old Mexico
There is no place to hide
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2071 A.D.
From Memphis to Mexico City
The direct line to the final end
Where humans were once lords
Like scared rats now they descend
Many humans have since tried
And a million more have now died
The taking of the essence
All human defenses are defied
Still I walk, write and breathe
To chronicle this unfortunate event
Like the others, they seek me out
Yet my capture, I manage to prevent
There are no others left around
That I can call my kin
Yet, still I stay in Memphis
To seek their very end
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2072 A.D.

And the humans that remained
Put forth a forceful effort
Many vampires henceforth perished
Wining some hope to avert
But all is not so simple
Great kingdoms don’t fail so easily
The massacre soon ensues
Human gains: few to measly
This final grand human venture
Was but sanguineous spoils for new kings
The best that man could muster
A defeat at the Delta only brings

2073 A.D.
…and just like that
The world fell to the bloodsucking monsters
This cycle of human history on earth is finalized
Left to future historians to realize
…and I heard the final screams
of the last of Memphis
a sweeping bloodletting Armageddon
as all the humans were laid to waste
…and I entombed
await the Martian colonials
To one day return in search of their ancestors
and pry this journal from my dead hands…
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Agriculture
from an H.G. Wells idea
its that time again
crops in need of planting
agriculture is the basic necessity
the genesis of civilizations
why should it be any different for us
there at home or here away
time to activate the machinery
the area must be prepared
carefully and systematically
we must be ever vigilant
watch their growth intently
for a bad crop can be very destructive
trim the weeds whenever possible
exterminate the pest always
our way of life must survive
do not allow groups of insects to feed
to overrun and destroy the crops
those are the basic rules
for a thousand years we have waited
to plant this precious crop
this once pest-free environment
however is now crawling with the bi-ped
we must act now and eradicate
or wait a thousand more
scientists turning a bothersome eradication plan
into an ingenious bi-ped application system
parameters set at one pest per square feet
or thirty per modified holding container
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engage one at a time yet spray at will
their liquid is quite crop conducive

we will have a great harvest this time out
the bi-ped infestation will serve us well
this region will do very well indeed
soon it will be covered with our crimson fields
they will celebrate us for a long time
back on our home planet
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Metal Rose
I.
in the human quest for immortality
we learn that nothing outlasts death
when life has ceased to be
their spirit will have to pass on
this botanical display by the grave
will soon die and fade away
yet life will continue somehow
on this now human-less land
II.
when nothing else
hard metal may be the answer
for metal will encase what remains
for metal indeed may even last forever
so place a metal rose by the graves
for what remains of one is even less
these bones and mechanical parts
bionic yet symbiotic with the organic
III.
a miracle of human science
a couple of centuries too late
my benefactor long since gone
my maintenance now left up to me
but I wait instead within my coffin
as I myself have dug my grave
as I myself have arranged the mutated flowers
as I myself await this planet’s fate
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Bigfoot In Motion
there
within the forest
of dead dropped trees
within the fuzziness
of almost colorless film
walks loosely the beast
arms swinging like an ape
the film
can it lie to you?
for the beast walks freely
yet glances as if to notice
you and your antique camera
who are you?
for so many years
proof has been waning
now you have been had
to show the world
Bigfoot in motion
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The Demon at the End of the Hall
Deep into the night
As I trek into the dark hall
From the facilities I withdrew
Towards my lonely dormitory
Where are the blasted lights?
Dear spirits to my delights!
What matters is not on.
Yet I venture on anyways!
A few steps out, I suddenly noticed
Someone appears at the end
Shifting shadow towards me!
Oh those eyes! My lord those eyes!

Though I see them not so clearly
Their orange glow strikes from afar
Hurry! Hurry! Into my room
Fear infiltrates my veins ajar!
There is where I remembered:
Glass doors in yonder threshold.
Turn the key, calm into my room
Silly me! Oh silly me!
It was I whom I conjectured
Rather a copy of distorted reflection
Such internal relief indeed
As the last pulse of horror subsides.
Mocking my self for my mistake
As the door finally closes behind me
That’s when fear struck its final blow
…whose wicked laugh matches my own?
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La Mandragora
A Mexican Comic Book Translation
There are but a few simple steps
In successfully producing a female mandrake
Find first the green plant
That grows exactly underneath the tree
Where but not a day has gone by
That one was hung for all to see
Dig the plant up carefully
And place it in a seven-inch wide pot
Once at home apply two cups of regular fertilizer.
Plain soil? Oh Heavens you may not!

Add a pint of water
Every third day or so
And place in the middle of a room
Then prepare to watch it grow
On the 15th day or so
Add half a pint of terrier plasma spruce
On the 28th day of growth
Add 10 ounces of immoral politicians juice
Then wait six more grueling hours
For a metamorphous to occur
From plant green to human peach
Changes indeed are coming, sir
Once released it must feed
Human blood, one gallon per week
For two months you must hide the bodies
A hellish task not for the meek
And that my odd friends, is how indeed
To produce the living mandrake that you need
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Twisted Heart
As the Moon-dog feasts upon it’s prey,
the martyr, a bird;
Papagayo lays murdered
by the light of the full moon
The vengeful rebellion begins
An uncivil war erupts
Beast against beast
the natives become corrupt
Decapitated heads are rolling down the trail
A mighty ape stands alone
among his slaughtered brethren
All hail, the evil clone!
Twisted hearts they bore;
the fate of nature and all
The souls of the holy prevail
as all other evil falls
A fowl vengeance indeed;
a twisted heart turned.
The ape collects it’s gruesome trophies.
The Moon-dog guards as the bodies burn.
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to betty
a message to my conscience
my betty,
i’m tired…
of being
so green
so angry
so mean
enduring these spasms of hate
...but, that is what i am isn’t it?
the extreme of civil humanity
yet i exist
puny
mean
little
green
deep inside the human heart
betty, o betty
i live within your beautiful heart
yes, betty
i am what makes you...human!
...i am truly sorry.
...from bruce
AAAAAAAAARGH!!!!
HULK MAD NOW
HULK HATE LITTLE MAN
HULK SMASH PUNY BANNER
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BUY THE BOOK AT

www.afterdarknovel.com
Imagine a world where there is only the daylight to banish
the darkness. And when the sun goes down, what lurks in
the shadows after dark? This book of thirteen scary tales is
storytelling at its finest, with monsters in the closet, boogeymen under the bed, and ghosts in the graveyard. Timeless in
their style, these stories are relentless in their approach to
basic fears. From dark fantasy and pure suspense to classic
horror tales, this collection of twelve short stories and one
novella surprises its readers with Hitchcock-style, twisted
endings. So after dark, let's gather around the campfire and
tell each other tales of terror.
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Check it out at
www.jazmaonline.com
or write to:
Paul Dale Roberts
5606 Moonlight Way
Elk Grove, CA 95758
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ABOUT THE POET
Juan Manuel Perez
A native of La Pryor, Texas, and son to second generation
Mexican-Americans, he is also a former Navy/Marine Medic and
currently a high school history teacher. Juan served in the First
Gulf War (1991) earning the title of combat medic and extending
his expertise to civilians in Florida in 1992 during the Hurricane
Andrew Relief operation. He enjoys reading and writing prose and
poetry about Mexican culture, history, horror, science fiction, and
his beloved comic books. He is also the author of BENEATH THE
TIGHTS (2006), WITHIN THE FUNNY COLORED PAGES
(2006), and the SPIRIT OF MOTECUHZOMA II, 2nd Ed. (2006).
The author is also a member of the San Antonio Poets Association
and the Science Fiction Poetry Association.
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